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We demonstrate the formation of ultrastrong and flexible hydrogels
via self-assembly of chitin nanofibers in the presence of gelatin
methacryloyl. We tune the mechanical properties of the hydrogel
using the chitin nanofiber content and show proof-of-concept applications in engineering vascular tissues.

Hydrogels are biological scaﬀolds with applications in tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine.1 Hydrogels are prepared
from hydrophilic networks of polymers with porous structures
that allow eﬃcient transport of oxygen and nutrients for optimal
cell growth.2 Hydrogels closely match the mechanical properties
and flexibility of soft tissues for flawless organ integration.
However, when hydrogels are too soft, their handling while
maintaining tissue integrity becomes challenging.3 To overcome this challenge, hydrogels are reinforced with more rigid
components to create hybrids that are still soft but with improved
mechanical robustness.4 Here, we introduce the one-pot selfassembly of new crosslinked gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) hydrogels reinforced with chitin nanofibers (GMAC) (Fig. 1). The chitin
nanofiber reinforcement increases both stiﬀness and strain-tofailure of the hydrogels improving their handling and integrity.
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the self-assembly process of chitin
nanofibers-gelatin methacryloyl (GMAC) films. Lyophilized porcine gelatin
methacryloyl (GelMA) and squid pen b-chitin (Chi) are co-dissolved in
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) to yield clear solutions with diﬀerent GelMA : chi
weight ratios. Upon drying, the solution forms transparent films comprised of
ultrafine (3 nm) chitin nanofibers self assembled within UV-crosslinkable
GelMA, (b) molecular structure of GelMA, (c) molecular structure of chitin.

The simple self-assembly process for these hydrogels is amenable
to soft lithography strategies to create microstructures. Human
Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) co-cultured with
Human Mesenchymal Stem Cells (HMSCs) proliferate, and align
on the micropatterned hydrogels and express vasculogenic
markers indicating cellular diﬀerentiation and vascular network
formation.
GelMA is a gelatin derivative that is synthesized by the direct
reaction of gelatin with methacrylic anhydride (MA) (Fig. 1b).5
Gelatin is a hydrolytically degraded collagen, one of the most
abundant components of the extracellular matrix (ECM).6,7
Photocrosslinking of GelMA using a water-soluble photoinitiator
enhances stability of the water-soluble gelatin in tissue culture
for applications in cardiac and vascular tissue engineering,
and drug-incorporated hydrogels for bone tissue engineering.8
GelMA is soft with an elastic modulus of 3.3–110 KPa depending
on the degree of methacrylation and concentration of GelMA.9,25
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As a result, reinforcement of GelMA is desirable for many
applications.10 Mineralized GelMA hydrogel with either Ca2+
binding-carboxyl groups11 or titanium12 has improved modulus
for tissue repair. The elastic modulus of soft GelMA hydrogels
increases from 10 KPa to 24 KPa via the incorporation of dextran
glycidyl methacrylate upon photocrosslinking,13 and to 50 KPa
upon reinforcement with aligned carbon nanotubes.3 Also, adding
silk fibroin to GelMA hydrogels increases their compressive elastic
modulus up to 80 KPa.2 Following this exciting route, here we
develop GelMA with self-assembled chitin nanofibers to make a
fiber-reinforced hybrid hydrogel.
Chitin [poly(b-(1,4)-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine)] (Fig. 1c) is the
second most abundant natural polysaccharide after cellulose.14
Chitin occurs as ordered crystalline nanofibers and is the major
structural component of cell walls in fungi and yeast, the
exoskeleton of arthropods and mollusk shells.15 Chitin is mechanically robust with an elastic modulus of 2 GPa and an ultimate
tensile strength of 140 MPa comparable to aluminum.16 Biomedical
applications of chitin include sutures and wound dressings,17 tissue
engineering scaﬀolds,14 microneedles for diagnostics,18 and biocompatible electronic devices.19 We have previously developed the
self-assembly of 3 nm chitin nanofibers from solution16,20,21 and
demonstrated simple solution co-assembly of chitin nanofiber-silk
biocomposites.22 This solution process is amenable to facile
soft-lithography strategies to create microstructures23 for tissue
engineering16,24 and biomedical devices.18
Gelatin is water soluble and is not stable in an aqueous
environment.2 To form the chitin reinforced hybrid hydrogel,
we first synthesize GelMA by functionalizing the primary amines
in gelatin with methacryloyl groups according to previously
published procedures (Fig. 2a).2 To create the GelMA-chitin
(GMAC) hydrogels, solutions of squid pen b-chitin and GelMA
co-dissolved in HFIP are dried on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
mold to yield GMAC films (Fig. 2b). The same process also yields
films of gelatin and chitin nanofibers (GelChi) when pristine
gelatin is used instead of GelMA (Fig. S1, ESI†). Exposure of
GMAC to UV light (365 nm, 100 W, 115 V, UVPt Blak-Rayt
B-100A UV lamps) for 3 minutes in the presence of Irgacure
2959 as the photoinitiator results in the crosslinking of the
methacryloyl groups in GelMA producing a covalently-bonded
matrix intertwined with the chitin nanofibers (Fig. 2b). GMAC
films are more stable in an aqueous environment than GelChi
films with a polymerization eﬃciency of approximately 40%
(Fig. S2, ESI†). In GelChi films, the entirety of the gelatin
washes away after only one day under physiological conditions
(Fig. S2, ESI†).
Chitin nanofibers self-assemble within GelMA and yield
GMAC hybrid films with a variable chitin nanofiber content
(Fig. 3). As the prepared GelMA film is smooth (Fig. 3a), increasing the relative concentration of chitin and GelMA in GMAC31,
GMAC11, GMAC13 (GMACXY, where X : Y = GelMA : chitin weight
ratio) yields films with an increased fraction of chitin nanofibers
as expected (Fig. 3b–d).20 In GMAC31 (Fig. 3b), the large amount
of GelMA may result in the formation of GelMA agglomerates. In
GMAC11 and GMAC13 (Fig. 3c and d), the chitin nanofibers
in the co-assembled hybrid hydrogel have the same entangled
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Fig. 2 Synthesis of (a) gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) through functionalizing gelatin’s primary amine groups by methacrylic anhydride (MA) at 50 1C,
(b) crosslinked GelMA-chitin (GMAC) films by exposure of dry GMAC films
to UV irradiation in the presence of a photoinitiator (PI), Irgacure 2959, for
3 minutes. This process crosslinks the methacryloyl groups producing a stable
covalently-bonded GelMA structure intertwined with chitin nanofibers.

Fig. 3 (a–e) Topographic atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of
GelMA, GMAC films with different GelMA : chitin weight ratios, and chitin.
GMACXY are GMAC films with XY = GelMA : chitin weight ratio. (a) GelMA,
(b) GMAC31, (c) GMAC11, (d) GMAC13, and (e) chitin, respectively (scale bars
are 500 nm). (f) Topographic AFM image of micro-patterned GMAC13 with a
pitch of 12.15 mm and a height of 450 nm (scale bar is 20 mm).

structure as the chitin nanofibers self-assembled from a chitin-only
HFIP solution (Fig. 3e) indicating the robustness of the chitin
nanofiber self-assembly in the presence of GelMA. This microstructure control affords a simple strategy to fine-tune the mechanical properties of GMAC hydrogels.
The GMAC films are solution-processable and amenable to
soft-lithography strategies that we have previously developed
for chitin16 and chitin-silk.22 Micropatterns with the pitch of
12.15 mm and height of 450 nm are fabricated on GMAC13
using solution-based replica molding (Fig. 3f).
GMAC hydrogels are overall more robust than their GelMA
counterparts without chitin nanofiber reinforcement (Fig. 4).
GelMA hydrogels have elastic moduli in the range of 3.3–110 kPa
depending on the GelMA concentration and degree of methacrylation.25 Chitin nanofibers in the matrix of GMAC hydrogels
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Fig. 4 Mechanical properties of hybrid GMAC hydrogels from tensile
test analysis, (a) elastic moduli obtained from slopes of linear region in
engineering stress–strain curves (Fig. S4, ESI†) of the hydrogels with
different GelMA : chitin weight ratios. The elastic modulus for all GMAC
hydrogels are higher than what has been reported for GelMA25 and they
are lower than chitin alone, (b) values of engineering strain to failure for
hybrid hydrogels with different GelMA : chitin weight ratios. GMAC13 is
4100% more extensible than GelMA25 and 4200% more extensible than
chitin alone, (c) optical image of GMAC13 at the initial state before load
application in mechanical tensile tester, (d) optical image of GMAC13 showing
224% extensibility under tensile load, showing the final length of 16 mm.

As a proof-of-concept we co-culture HUVECs/HMSCs on
micropatterned GMAC13 hydrogels (Fig. 5a–d). We quantify the
alignment of HUVECs/HMSCs on day 3 according to the direction
of the actin filaments on both patterned and non-patterned
hydrogels and grouped in 101 increments (Fig. 5e and f). For
patterned hydrogels, the cells mostly align and elongate along the
axis of the micropatterns with the pitch size of 12.15 mm and a
height of 450 nm. There is no cell alignment after 3 and 5 days on
non-patterned hydrogels used as control. For micropatterned
hydrogels, over 50% of the cells align within the 0–101 increment
angle and approximately 95% of cells are aligned with an angle
o401 with respect to the direction of the micropatterns (Fig. 5e).
Unlike the patterned hydrogels, the cells randomly orient on the
non-patterned control hydrogels (Fig. 5f). Fluorescence images of
cells on day 5 on either patterned hydrogels or hydrogels without
any patterns demonstrate the formed organized networks with
neighboring cells or random interconnected networks of neighboring cells (Fig. 5c and d). In our previous study, higher cellular
alignment was observed on patterned chitin scaffolds compared
to non-patterned ones. We found that cell alignment, within the
0–101 increment angle, was around 55% in the patterned scaffold
which was significantly higher than in the non-patterned chitin
scaffold (15%).16 Here, we observe a higher degree of alignment for
the micropatterned GMAC13 substrate as compared to patterned
chitin in our previous work (95% vs. 55%). This might be due to

increase the elastic modulus significantly (from 3.3 KPa to
2.8 MPa for GMAC31 and to 4.6 MPa for GMAC11 and GMAC13)
(Fig. 4a). The increase in the elastic modulus for GMAC is due to
physical reinforcement of the soft matrix of GelMA with entangled
chitin nanofibers. This increase in elastic modulus is more
pronounced for GMAC13, which has a higher content of chitin
nanofibers. While we have previously observed strong hydrogen
bonding between chitin and silk,22 GelMA and chitin do not show
any substantial hydrogen bonding between the two molecules as
indicated by the Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra (Fig. S3,
ESI†).22 This low degree of hydrogen bonding between GelMA and
chitin might be due to a small number of available amine groups
in the highly methacryloyl-modified (480%) GelMA. These amine
groups are required for hydrogen bonding with the CQO in chitin
(Fig. 2). It is likely that this reduced degree of hydrogen bonding in
the GMAC composites causes a decreased elastic modulus from
633.6 MPa for chitin to 4.6 MPa for GMAC with only 10% GelMA
(Fig. 4a). It is conceivable that GelMA positions itself between
the chitin nanofibers, reducing the intrafiber hydrogen bonding,
and acts as a lubricant to yield a material with a lower elastic
modulus than what is expected from the rule of mixtures
(Fig. 4a). This lubrication effect affords, on the other hand, a
very high strain-to-failure or extensibility of 224% for GMAC
hydrogels. This strain-to-failure is 4100% improvement with
respect to GelMA hydrogels and 4200% improvement with
respect to chitin alone (Fig. 4b–d). The GMAC11 and GMAC31
hydrogels also stretch 80% more than chitin (Fig. 4b). We select
GMAC13 for cell culture because of its higher elastic modulus
and superior extensibility (Fig. 4c and d).

Fig. 5 (a–d) Representative fluorescence images demonstrate Actin/Dapi
stained cell orientation after 3 (a and b) and 5 days (c and d) on the
patterned (a and c) and non-patterned (b and d) GMAC13 hydrogels (Scale
bars = 50 mm), (e and f) normalized cell count of cellular alignment
measured with respect to the longitudinal direction of the actin filaments
on micropatterned GMAC13 hydrogels (e) and non-patterned GMAC13
hydrogels as the control (f).
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Fig. 6 (a–c) Fluorescence microscopy images showing the HUVECs/HMSCs co-culture growing on GMAC13 hydrogels after 1, 3 and 5 days, stained with
Live (green) and Dead (red) viability assay kit (scale bars represent 100 mm), (d) quantification of cell viability on GMAC13 hydrogels after 1, 3 and 5 days,
(e) PrestoBlues assay showing the proliferation of the HUVECs/HMSCs co-culture on the GMAC13 surface after 1, 3 and 5 days, (f) immunostaining of
vascular markers for HUVECs/HMSCs grown on GMAC13 after 5 days (green: CD31, red: alpha-SMA, blue: DAPI) (scale bar represents 50 mm).

the higher flexibility of the GMAC13 substrate, facilitating
surface patterning.
We also evaluate the viability, proliferation, and vascularization
of HUVECs/HMSCs co-cultured on the GMAC13 hydrogels after 1,
3 and 5 days of culture (Fig. 6). HMSCs are ideal cell sources for
cardiovascular tissue engineering because they can diﬀerentiate
into smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells in vitro26,27 and
in vivo.28,29 Typically, the co-culture of HUVECs and HMSCs results
in the formation of robust functional vascular networks within the
first week.30 On the GMAC13 hydrogels, live cells (green) attach
well and exhibit a normal morphology with uniform distribution
and very few dead cells (red) (Fig. 6a–c). Live/dead fluorescent
staining indicates that over 90% of the cells are viable on the
GMAC13 hydrogels after 1, 3 and 5 days (Fig. 6d). HUVECs/HMSCs
cells are metabolically active (PrestoBlues) and continue to proliferate with an enhanced proliferation activity on day 5 (Fig. 6e).
To investigate the vasculogenic capacity of the HUVECs/HMSCs
co-culture on GMAC13 hydrogels, we study early vasculogenesis by
immunostaining the expressions of the endothelial cell specific
marker CD31 and the early marker of smooth muscle cell differentiation, a-SMA. GMAC13 is conducive to HMSCs differentiation
into smooth muscle cells (Fig. 6f). Relative expression of CD31 by
HUVECs and a-SMA by HMSCs suggests a close association of
HMSCs with HUVECs inducing an ongoing process of perivascular
activity of cells. Consequently, the HUVECs/HMSCs co-culture on
GMAC13 is a novel platform for studying vasculogenesis that is
easier to source than Matrigel31 and more mechanically robust
than collagen-based hydrogels.32
In conclusion, we report the one-pot self-assembly of new
crosslinked GelMA hydrogels reinforced with 3 nm chitin
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nanofibers (GMAC). The chitin nanofiber reinforcement increases
the hydrogel elastic modulus by one-thousand fold and strain-tofailure by 4200% improving handling and integrity for tissue
engineering applications. The simple self-assembly process for
these hydrogels is amenable to soft lithography strategies to create
microstructures. HUVECs co-cultured with HMSCs grow, proliferate,
and align on the micropatterned hydrogels, and express vasculogenic markers indicating cell diﬀerentiation and the formation of
stable vasculature on these substrates.
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